Skill Level: No experience needed
Approximate Crafting Time: less than 1 hour

SUPPLIES:
• 9”x12” Foam Sheet, purple
• Foam shapes
  • Dot-to-Dot alphabet
  • Cats & dogs
• 19 5mm Sequins, silver
• 20 gauge Wire
• 8½”x11” Paper
• Scraps of foam in fuchsia, goldenrod, royal

TOOLS:
• Pencil
• 2 or 3 sizes of hole punches
• Decorative-edge scissors
• White craft glue or *low temp glue gun

*Only use low temp glue gun with adult supervision

DIRECTIONS:
1. Cut foam into to 4¼”x6” pieces.
2. Using a small hole punch, punch holes down 6” side of foam then lay on top other piece of foam mark holes and punch second piece. If desired cut opposite side with decorative scissors.
3. Cut paper to 4¼”x5½” sheets, mark holes and punch paper. Sandwich paper between both sheets of foam lining up holes.
4. Place wire through first set of holes and twist end to secure. Next, hold pencil against edge of foam sheets and spiral wire around pencil and through holes, at end twist wire to secure.
5. Using photo as a guide decorate with sticky shapes, alphabets and foam scraps. Glue in place.
6. Embellish with sequins as desired.

Due to seasonal nature of project, supplies are available for a limited time only. Please read all instructions prior to beginning, read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. Provide adult supervision if children participate in this and all craft projects. Because Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. has no control over the use of materials and tools, nor surroundings, during construction of projects, Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. disclaims any liability for injury, damage or other untoward results. Content of this project sheet is presented in good faith, but no warranty is given, nor results guaranteed. ©2006 Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. All rights reserved.